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1. All comments are based on my own observations. None should be regarded as infallible; all should be subject to good judg-

ment at time of use!

2. Campsites recommended here are not guaranteed to be permitted or legal; if there are dwellings nearby the landowner’s per-

mission should always be sought.

3. Light no fires ever!

4. Water at all DOC campsites is drawn from streams which may carry Giardia. Boil or chemically treat water before drinking.

Shortcut through a tunnel at the base of the peninsula, but subject to swell.

 Boulder beach at the base of the peninsula, but a heavy

surge onto it in an E swell.

Rangiwhakaea Bay. Just 1hr south of Needles Pt. Small

surf, freshwater creek, shade, long-established campsite

beneath pohutukawas. DOC “no camping" sign on the

beach. If surf on the beach is too heavy, there is an easier

lending in the cove just to the E_

Sheltered landing here, behind the headland.

SS Waiarapa graves.

Whangapoua Estuary. Channel into it is close 
tothe rocks at the S headland. Might break 
rightacross at LW or in heavy E swell. DOC camp- 
ground at Okiwi said to be hot and without shade.

Arid Cove. Sheltered landing, attractive 
cove, popu-lar anchorage in summer. 
Walks ashore (see farmmanager first).

Interesting beaches, mostly shingle with dumping 
waves except in flat conditions.

Harataonga. Best campground on the Barrier? 
Land at the N end of the beach, paddle 300m 
upthe creek. Large, shady campground. Short 
walkto the pa site, long walk to Okiwi.

Sheltered landing onto sand, but rocky at LW.

Awana. DOC campground 300m up creek, hot and 
without shade. Avoid! Surf on the beach too. 
Commercial Campground here might be better-

Sheltered landings.

Medlands Beach. Pleasant DOC camp-_ 
ground at S end. Sheltered landing.

No landings between Rosalie 
Bayand Medlands!

Rosalie Bay. Landing onto 
stonesat HW and boulders at 
LW. Swellaffects it, but some 
shelter fromreefs offshore.

“Stray Possum Lodge" 
(campground plus backpackers)

Sandy Bay. The only soft landing between Tryphena and 
Medlands. A beautiful little beach, but privately owned 
and“camping prohibited.”

Tryphena Harbour. Well-stocked store at Mulberry Grove. Campground at the

“Stray Possum Lodge,” 0.5km up Cape Barrier Rd from the head of Shoal Bay (SE

arm of the harbour). Uphill too! Shoal Bay dries out at LW, best to land about half-

way in from the wharf and wheel kayaks from there. Another campground said to

be on the northern side of the harbour, possibly closer to the water, but uphill; I

have no personal knowledge about it.

Colville Channel. 20km crossing from Port Jackson or Fletcher Bay. Strong tidal cur-

rents! Flood tide sets W, ebb tide sets E, rate 2-3knots, (3.5-5.5kmlhr). If wind is

against tide, overfalls with breaking crests soon develop, worst on the S side of the

channel between Cape Coville and Channel Island

No landings between Needles Pt and Miners Cove!

Ebb tidal flow (northward) felt strongly here!

Miners Cove . Traditional campsite on grassy flat behinck

the beach, but exposed to wind in bad weather. No

shade except for one site beneath manuka trees at the

back of the flats, (float up creek to reach it).

Ahuriri Bay. Shingle beach, attractive valley, possible

campsite but long carry to camping spot beneath the 

trees. Another similar bay nearby, to the SE.

Akapoua Bay. Sheltered DOC campsite (and

regional office). Landing easy at HW but mud,

stones and oysters at LW! Walk to Mt Hobson 

from here. Port Fitzroy wharf and store 10min

walk. Store is well-stocked but expensive.

Bowling Alley Bay. Four small shingle coves in

here, all rocky at LW. Marginal campsite behind

the southern cove.

Tunnel (100m) through this headland into Bowling Alley Bay.

Attractive little cove in here, sheltered in SW winds, but rocky

at LW.

Whangaparapara Hbr. Excellent DOC campsite at “The Green,"

beside the creek at the head of the harbour. Sheltered in SW

winds, good walks nearby. Mosquitoes can be bad here. Shop

on the E side of the harbour near the wharf, but poorly stocked

Blind Bay. Two long beaches at the head of the bay are white sand

and gently shelving, with houses. Bays leading out to the head- /

lands are all stony, with boulders at LW.

Small sandy cove, a good place to stop for a break. Exposed to 

SW winds though, might be rough then.

The coast of Great Barrier between Bowling Alley Bay and Cape

Barrier is wide open to SW winds which quickly raise a bigger

swell than the wind strength would suggest. Whangaparapara Hbr

is a good refuge to wait for conditions to improve.
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